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The Chinese New Year 
 

Get the Google Slide version. 
 

The Mystery Puzzle 

All Other Activities 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1REvYmefGrSRs0GALqgCKuWvaH06j-NwmtwM1BgzMNV4/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1REvYmefGrSRs0GALqgCKuWvaH06j-NwmtwM1BgzMNV4/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DnGaBzr_39h2JoQhZS77EuqjJDK_6FzWonWmkdVnaX0/copy
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Teacher Information 
and Links 

 
Do you want your students to dig deeper into the stories they read, hear, or view? One way to do this is 
with high-interest topics. The Lunar New Year is an attention-grabbing topic with several legends your 
students are sure to love.  
 

Historians believe the Chinese New Year started during the Shang Dynasty under Emperor Wu of Han (140-
87 BC). Over time many legends have been passed down explaining the origins of today’s celebrations. 
This packet is divided by those legends and activities. Links to videos including animated shorts are 
provided on the next pages for each activity: 
 
Activity #1 – The Legend of Nian 
Activity #2 – Lion Dance  
Activity #3  – The Chinese Character Fú 

Activity #4 – The Great Race – The Chinese Zodiac Story 
Activity #5 – The Red Envelope and The Legend of Sui 
Activity #6 – Activities during the Chinese New Year 
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Questions 1-12 The Legend of Nian 

Questions 13-24 Lion Dance  

Questions 25-36 Fú 

Questions 37-48 The Great Race – The Chinese Zodiac Story 

Questions 49-60 The Red Envelope and The Legend of Sui 

Questions 61-72 General Questions about Chinese New Year 

The Mystery Puzzle 
 

I recommend that students answer all the questions before they see the mystery puzzle to prevent 
guessing. The puzzle is symmetrical and follows a pattern. Students can easily guess how to color the puzzle 
without seeing the questions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Once the divided spaces are colored, seventy full squares are empty. These squares are numbered. The 
numbers correlate to questions. Students answer the questions to determine how to color these squares. 
 

The Mystery Object Puzzle is set up in groups of 12 questions. Students answer 12 question after each 
activity.  
 

The mystery puzzle is on a 10 x 10 square grid. Thirty of the one hundred 
squares are divided in half either vertically or diagonally. For the 
printable version, letters representing colors tell students how to color 
these 30 squares (60 triangles and rectangles). On the digital version, the 
divided squares are already colored. 
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Activity #1 – The Legend of Nian 

The legend of Nian tells of a wild beast that appeared each year in a village at midnight on the eve of the Lunar New Year. To 

scare away the creature, the villagers used loud noises, bright lights, and the color red. Today, this is represented with firework 

displays, wearing the color red, and lanterns. 

Begin your study by showing one of these Nian stories. 

Legend of Nian – Lunar New Year [5:48] 

This wordless film is more “cartoon-like.” It contains the Chinese Zodiac animals dressed as people in the village.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=giYX7bkzW98 

 

Fortune Tales | The Story of Lunar New Year [5:10] 

This 2D cartoon tells about the Lunar New Year including “The Legend of Nian” and “The Legend of the Chinese” Zodiac. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVPHdFX9iHY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mzq9jRFUjRA 

 

Chinese New Year (Paper Cut Animation) [4:06] 

The first 2 minutes is a narrated version of “ The Legend of Nian.” The second half of the film goes over family traditions. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1792gcwCRM4 

 

 
Nian | A Lunar New Year Story [3:56] 

The narrator tells the story Nian in this 2D animated short. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZM5I-g4Kng 

 

Better for Older Students 

BCPS Chinese – Story of Nian [5:03] 

Just like the link above, the narrator tells the story Nian in this 2D animated 

short. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1AKwg7Ng2s 

 

Chinese New Year Story “Nian” [5:01] 

This 2D animated short is in Chinese with captions for students to read. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uJbp8d_d9c 

 

Nian – Story of A Chinese Monster [9:09] 

Students must read captions in this 3D version of the story. Some details 

have been changed in this adaptation, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhfHcJSNhYU 
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Activity #2 – Lion Dance  

Animated Short - Lion Dance [2:40] 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DpkWEZ1epE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NS6k9bR2LiQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gL28ga3DlnU 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=229801588612302 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/212372938657626350/ 

Teacher Information to Help Students Better Understand the Film 
 
The Southern Lion Dance is performed by two people, one in the front whom manipulates the head and 
another in the back forming the rear end of the animal. This contrasts to the Northern Lion Dance which is 

performed by only one person. The lion dance is different from the dragon dance which is performed by 
many people. 
 
Opinions of where this dance originated vary greatly especially since lions do not naturally live in China. 
Some say the lion is a symbolic representation of Nian. Others say the lion is a mythical animal like a 
dragon.  
 
Lion dances became popular in the Northern and Southern Dynasties (420–589). They are performed to 

bring good luck during the Spring Festival (Chinese New Year). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DpkWEZ1epE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DpkWEZ1epE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DpkWEZ1epE
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https://www.pinterest.com/pin/212372938657626350/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/212372938657626350/
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Activity #3 – Fú 

Taiko | Fú [3:30]   

https://vimeo.com/384932499 

https://vimeo.com/383908538 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=032l2ZvGSEA 

Note to Teachers:  
 
Providing students with the following information will help them understand the film. 
 

 
• Students will need to know the significance of hanging the 福fú character upside down before 

watching the film for the meaning to be fully understood. You will find background information on the 
next page for doing this. 
 

• The film is wordless. The young girl in the film is named Jia Jia. If students can call the girl by her name, 
it will be easier to answer the questions. 
 

• This film is an advertisement for Airbnb that finds vacation rentals. 
 

The next page can be added to the student packet or the information from the handout can be shared. 
 

https://vimeo.com/384932499
https://vimeo.com/384932499
https://vimeo.com/384932499
https://vimeo.com/383908538
https://vimeo.com/383908538
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=032l2ZvGSEA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=032l2ZvGSEA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=032l2ZvGSEA


The Chinese Character Fu - 福 - Fú 
 

Background Information 

福Fú is one of the Chinese characters. In the past, the character meant luck and fortune. Today, it means bless this house. The 
symbol is used to express good wishes for the coming year. 

The tradition to paste the 福fú character on walls especially on doors has been practiced since the Song Dynasty (960-1127). 

When the symbol is pasted upside down (the reversed 福fú) the meaning changes to mean wishing happiness. The meaning 
changes from ‘now’ to ‘in the future.’ 

The Legend of Zhu Yuanzhang 

Zhu Yuanzhang was the first emperor of the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). He planned to kill a family for insulting his wife, Empress 

Ma. Zhu told one of his guards to mark the home of the family with the Chinese character 福fú, so his soldiers would be able to 

find the family. In order to avoid bloodshed, Empress Ma ordered every family in the area to paste a 福fú on their doors. 

Everyone followed this order. One illiterate family pasted the character upside down. On the second day, the soldiers went out 

to find the house marked with the 福fú. When they told the emperor that all homes had the 福fú symbol on their doors but one 

was reversed, Zhu ordered the soldiers to kill the family that had pasted the 福fú the wrong way.  

Empress Ma stopped her husband. She told him that the family had  intentionally pasted the 福fú upside down. She said the 

upside down symbol meant 福fú comes today. (Good fortune comes today.) The emperor agreed to release the family. No 

innocent blood was spilled. From this time on, people have pasted the 福fú upside down to express good fortune and luck will 
come and to commemorate Empress Ma. 
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Activity #4 – The Great Race – The Chinese Zodiac Story 

Use one of these videos. 

The Story of Chinese New Year, The Great Race [6:19]  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPWJQsbDuNA 

The Myth Behind the Chinese Zodiac [4:22] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=may2s9j4RLk 

The Great Race - How the Chinese Zodiac was Created [5:11]  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dEq-Lvxvck 

These videos are good, but do not have all the details needed to complete the cloze exercise and questions. 

The Great Race – Chinese Zodiac – A Cool School Folk Tale [5:12]  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrKQmI4vSwA 

"The Great Race: The Story of the Chinese Zodiac" by Dawn Casey (Picture Book Reading) [8:26] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4WlzNrpUCs 

The Story of the Chinese Zodiac - The Great Race [3:04]  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80jQkCpXbTY 

 

Craft 

Pop-Up Rabbit Card for Lunar New Year & Chinese New Year 2023 –  

Year of the Rabbit [2:50] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoiTTuBiO6E 
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Activity #5 – Red Envelopes 

Animated Legend 

Red Envelope Story [9:38]  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6n2Ohv5FOoo 

 

Informational Videos 

Why Red Envelopes are Given Lunar New Years [3:13] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uss-Y75AqUE 

The Red Envelope - A Documentary [5:52] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqUaQEXCuFc 

Learn Chinese New Year Custom - Red Envelope Culture in China [3:43] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jZFekOzXz4 

 

Making Envelopes 

Make Your Own Red Envelopes for Chinese New Year [5:53] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KaWuszQEPik 

Lucky Chinese Red Envelopes 红包 – Fun Printable And Video Tutorial! https://chalkacademy.com/chinese-red-envelopes/ 

Make Your Own Red Envelope https://www.littlepassports.com/blog/craft-diy/make-your-own-red-envelope/ 

 

Envelopes for the 12 animals are provided 

following Activity #6. Print them on red paper. 

Students can color the animals. Next, they cut 

out the envelopes on the bold lines and fold 
on the dotted lines. Glue is applied to the two 
small flaps. 
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Activity #6 – General Information About Chinese New Year 
 

 

Overall Information 

 
Chinese New Year Information for Kids | Facts about Chinese New Year  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RxKVAaXhMw [12:07] 

 

Other Videos You Might Like 

Chinese New Year, Dragon Dance Drama [2:18] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGVbRqu7tP8 

LEGO Chinese New Year Dinner [1:11] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKLMmW8GFAw 

Lunar New Year [:56] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENsgOlW19fU 

Blossom [6:02] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sbfN2XW4AQ 

 

3 Legend Stories about the Chinese Lunar New Year 

#1 The Legend of Nian [:07-2:02] 

#2 The Legend of Why Red Envelopes are Given [2:02-3:52] 

#3 The Legend of Why Spring Couplets are pasted on Door Frames [5:52-End] 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ARCXN6MaeU 
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Student 
Packet 

An answer key follows this section. 

The students packet and answer 

key are in separate sections to 

make printing student packets 
easier. 
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Activity #1 - The Legend of Nian 

Summarize The Legend of Nian 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

The word nian is the Chinese word for 

______________________. 

 

Describe Nian. 

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________ 

Draw a picture of Nian. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Activity #2 - Lion Dance Problem and Solution Chain 
Fill in each solution in the problem and solution chain to explain events in the film. 

Effect –___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

  

Problem 

A younger sister always works the 

rear end of the lion costume for the 

lion dance. She wants to be the 

front. 

Solution – _____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  

Solution – _______________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________  

Problem 

When the brother catches up with 

his sister, she is already on the wires 

performing in the head position. 

Problem 

The wires the dancers are performing 

on break. 

Solution – ____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

__  

Solution – _______________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

__  

Problem 

The ladder starts to fall. 

Problem 

The ladder completely snaps in two. 
Solution – ____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

__  

Solution – _______________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________  

Problem 

The decoration holding the brother 

and sister comes loose, and they 

start to fall toward the ground. 
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 Activity #3 - Fú Animated Short 

• ________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the conflict between Jia Jia and her 
father throughout the years? 

• ________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the significance of turning the 
symbol upside down? 

• ________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

Why does Jia Jia leave home? 

• ________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

Name three moods over the course of the 
film and give proof for each. 

• ________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the author’s purpose for creating this 
film? 
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Activity #4 - The Great Race – The Chinese Zodiac Story 

Complete the cloze story to tell The Chinese Zodiac Story. 

 

The Emperor in Heaven (the ________________________________Emperor) wanted to organize ________________________________. He 

ordered all the animals to have a ________________________________ race across the river to determine the order that the animals 

would be designated on the calendar. The first twelve animals to complete the race would be the winners. 

 

On the day of the race, ________________________________ convinced ox to carry him across the river because he could not swim 

well. When ox got close to the shore, rat ________________________________ from ox’s back onto the riverbank and was the 

________________________________ to finish the race. This meant the ________________________________ came in second place. 

Third place went to ________________________________. The rabbit couldn’t swim, so he ________________________________ to come 

in fourth place. 

 

The dragon came in fifth instead of first because ________________________________. The horse was not able to get to the shore 

because a ________________________________ wrapped itself around the horse’s legs making the snake come in 

________________________________ place and the ________________________________ come in seventh place. 

 

A raft floated up with ________________________________. They came in eighth, ninth, and tenth. The dog was late getting across 

the river because he stopped to ________________________________. Dog came in ________________________________ place. The 

twelfth animal was a ________________________________. He was late getting across because he stopped to eat and 

________________________________. 

Why are the cat and rat enemies today? 

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 



The Great Race – The Chinese Zodiac Story 

 

Write the years on the Zodiac wheel  

beginning with 2020.  

 

Figure out your Zodiac animal 

by counting backwards to your 

birth year. 

 

My Zodiac animal is the 

______________________. 
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Mystery Object 
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You will need the following colors: 

Blue 

Red 

Burgundy (Dark Red) 

Yellow 

White (You may leave white uncolored.) 

Orange 

 

Color the mystery object following these 

three steps. 

 

Step 1 -  For each square that has a 

diagonal line, color the triangles based on 

this key: 

 

R – Red 

B – Blue 

W – White 

O – Orange 

Y – Yellow 

 

Step 2 - For each square that is divided in 

half with a vertical line forming two 

rectangles, color the rectangles based on 

this key: 

 

G – Gray (Dark Gray or Black) 

W – White (You may leave white uncolored.) 

 

Step 3 - For all other squares, you must 

answer questions. Color the squares based 

on the answers to the questions following this 

key: 

 

Answer a – Blue 

Answer b – Red 

Answer c – Burgundy (Dark Red) 

Answer d – Yellow 

Answer e – White (You may leave white 

uncolored.) 

Answer f – Orange 

R R 

R R 

R 

R 

R R R 

R 

R R R R 

Y 

B B 

B B 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y R R Y 

W 

B B B 

B 

B 

B 

O O 

O O O O 

W 

W W W W 

O O 
G 

G G 

G W W 

W W 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

27 28 29 30 31 32 

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 

43 44 45 46 47 48 

49 50 51 52 53 54 

55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 

63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 



The Mystery Object Questions 
Complete the first 2 rows of the puzzle based on The Legend of Nian. 
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1. Based on legend, a mythical creature named ---- came to the village on the  Chinese New Year. 

a – Nian b- Nessie c – Amarok 

2. --- came to the village before the villagers left to go into hiding and said he would take care of the beast. 

a – An elderly man b- A young man c – A young boy 

3. Where did the beast live when he wasn’t in the village? 

a – mountains or ocean b – clouds c – plains 

4. What scared the beast? 

a – loud noises  b- dark shadows c - the color yellow 

5. When the villagers returned home from hiding, they found ----. 

a – no destruction b- the dead beast c – a ravaged town 

6. What color was the beast afraid of? 

a – red b- orange c – yellow 

7. The villagers ---- to celebrate. 

a – set off firecrackers b – ate a feast c – sang songs 

8. The beast resembled a ----. 

a – lion b- bear c – lizard 

9. On his forehead, the beast had ---. 

a – a third eye b – a horn c – antlers 

10. The man made loud noises to frighten away the beast by ----. 

a –firing bamboo e- singing f – playing a horn  

11. One feature of the monster was ----. 

a – sharp teeth b – a coat of armor c – tentacles 

12. What time does the monster come? 

a – dawn b - midnight c – dusk 
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13. The Southern Lion Dance is performed by ---- people. 

a – 6 b - many c – 2 

14. The Northern Lion Dance is performed by ---- people/person. 

d – 2 e- many f – 1 

15. The Dragon Dance is performed by ---- people. 

a – 1 b – many c – 2 

16. Based on the number of people performing, where were the brother and sister team performing? 

a – the south b – the north c – the east 

17. The main purpose of the lion dance is to ----. 

d – entertain the audience e- keep Nian away f – bring good luck 

18. The lion dance is often performed ----. 

a – in caves b – underwater c – in the air 

19. Lion costumes are usually created in 5 colors -  -----, black, green, red and white. 

a – purple b – yellow c – blue 

20. Performing the lion dance is ----. 

d – simple e- easy f – difficult 

21.  Although the lion dance may be performed at other festivals, it is usually associated with the ---Festival. 

d – Fall e- Spring f – Summer 

22. The lion dance is over ---- years old. 

d – 5 e- 25 f – 1000 

23. Which word best describes the brother and sister team in the animated short Lion Dance? 

d – easy-going e- mean f – competitive 

24. The audience did not run to help the brother and sister because they thought ---- . 

d – they were not allowed e- it was a staged act f – the police would arrest them 

The Mystery Object Questions 
Complete questions 13-24  of the puzzle based on the animated short Lion Dance. 
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25. The Chinese character fú means ----. 

d – confidence e- courage f – luck 

26. Turning the fú character upside down changes the meaning to ----. 

a – remember family b – future wishes of good luck c – forgetting the past 

27. In  the Legend of Zhu Yuanzhang, Zu wanted the family killed for -----. 

a – stealing b – hunting on his property c – insulting his wife 

28. In the Legend of Zhu Yuanzhang, the illiterate family ----. 

d – used the wrong symbol e- turned the symbol upside down f – wrote the symbol incorrectly 

29. In  the Legend of Zhu Yuanzhang, Empress Ma  can best be described as ----. 

d – angry e- revengeful f – kind 

30. The Legend of Zhu Yuanzhang ----. 

d – provides a secret code e- gives instructions for escape f – explains an ancient tradition 

31. In the animated short, Jia Jia becomes a  ----. 

d – business woman e- nurse f – teacher 

32. Chinese New Year’s Eve is considered a time for ------. 

a – making resolutions b – confessing past wrongs c – being with family 

33.  Why could Jia Jia not go home for the holiday? 

a – She was angry with her parents. b – She had to work. c – She didn’t have the money. 

34. Jia Jia’s parents surprised her by ----. 

a – giving her the fú b – coming to visit c – sending gifts 

35. What color  paper is the fú traditionally painted on? 

d – black e- gold f – red 

36. The fú character is often placed on doorways and ----. 

d – ceilings e- refrigerators f – walls 

The Mystery Object Questions 
Complete questions 25-36 of the puzzle based on the Chinese character and animated short 福Fú. 
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37. The Chinese calendar features ---- animals. 

d – 16 e - 21 f – 12 

38. In “The Great Race” legend, the ---- won the race and was awarded the first spot on the Chinese calendar. 

d  ox e - cat f – rat 

39. Year 2030 will be the Year of the ----. 

d – Dragon e - Rabbit f – Dog 

40. Which of these animals crossed the finish line before the others? 

d – monkey e - pig f – snake 

41. Which animal is not on the Chinese calendar? 

a – tiger b - donkey c – goat 

42. In “The Great Race” legend, the following animals floated across the river on a raft -  monkey, goat, and ----. 

a – dog b- rooster c – snake 

43. Pig was last because he ----. 

a – stopped to help others b – played c – ate and napped 

44. Which animal helped the others? 

d – dragon e - horse f – dog 

45. Which animal stopped to eat? 

d – pig e- rabbit f – rooster 

46. Which animal came in sixth? 

a – snake b - horse c – rooster 

47.The Chinese calendar also takes in the five elements. They are wood, fire, earth, metal, and -----. 

a – water b - air c – stone 

48. When the 12 animals and 5 elements are added into the calendar the calendar runs for a ---- year cycle. 

a – 12 b – 100 c – 60 

The Mystery Object Questions 
Complete questions 37-48 of the puzzle based on The Legend of the Great Race. 
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49. People like to give ---- in red envelopes. 

a – money b – gift cards c – small toys 

50. The red envelope is usually given from a married person to ----. 

d – younger unmarried children e- elderly parents f – newlyweds 

51. There is a monster named Sui that comes out on New Year’s Eve and ---- children. 

d – touches the heads of sleeping kids e- steals f – hides 

52. The red envelope is a symbol of ----. 

d – good luck and prosperity e - beauty f -  love and peace 

53.One year a child was given 8 ---- to play with to keep him awake, so Sui wouldn’t harm him. 

d - coins e - rattles f - beads 

54. These 8 objects produced a ---- that keep Sui away. 

a – light b – smell c – noise 

55.When giving money, the bills should be ----. 

a – clean and crisp b – rumpled c – folded in half 

56.Red envelopes should be opened ----. 

a – in private  b –the presence of the giver c – by parents 

57.The envelopes should never be the color ---- because these are exchanged at funerals. 

d - white e - black f - blue 

58.In the legend of Sui, the 8 coins turned out to be ----. 

a – demons b – fairies c – spells 

59.Red envelopes are usually decorated with ---- letters. 

a – black b – gold c – silver 

60.Lucky symbols for red envelopes include the Chinese Wise Men of Wealth and the ----. 

d – Chinese Zodiac animal for the year e - peacock f – number 4 

The Mystery Object Questions  
Complete questions 49-60 of the puzzle based on red envelopes and The Legend of Sui. 



The Mystery Object Questions 
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61. What is another name for Chinese New Year? 

a – Spring Festival b - Equinox c – Auld Lang Syne 

62. The Chinese New Year takes place between January 21 and ----. 

a – February 20  b - March 20  c – April 20 

63. The dates of the Chinese New Year correlates with the ----. 

a – new moon b – full moon c – lunar eclipse 

64. The Chinese New Year is celebrated in ---- and Chinese cultures. 

a – East Asian  b - European c – American 

65. The 15th day of the year is celebrated with the ----Festival. 

a – Lantern b - Moon c – Dragon 

66.One custom is to decorate with ---- paper cutouts. 

d – red e - blue f – yellow 

67. Popular sayings for the couplets include ----. 

d – Good Fortune e – Welcome All f – Peace and Love 

68. Which number is considered bad luck? 

d – 4 e – 6 f – 8 

69. One Chinese New Year tradition is to eat ----. 

d – dumplings e- tacos f – pizza 

70. One Chinese New Year tradition is to ----. 

a – perform the lion dance b- color the rivers green c– give heart-shaped boxes with candy 

71. Which number is considered lucky? 

a – 8 b – 1 c – 5 

72.  The fifteenth day of the New Year is celebrated with  ----. 

a – the Lantern Festival  b –the Peanut Festival c – the Thunder Festival 
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Answer Key 
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Activity #1 - The Legend of Nian Answer Key 

Summarize The Legend of Nian 

 

At midnight on the Lunar New Year (the date of the second new moon 

after the winter solstice between January 21 and February 20 ), a hideous 

monster comes down to the village. The rest of the year, Nian stays away 

either  in the mountains or ocean depending on the version of the myth. 

When Nian arrives in the village, the dangerous  beast  eats people and 

animals. 

 

The villagers lock themselves in their homes or run and hide in the 

mountains on the Lunar New Year Eve to escape Nian’s wrath. 

 

One day an old man comes to the village. He tells an old lady living in the 

east of the village that he knows how to get rid of Nian for good. She 

agrees to let him stay in her house for the night. The woman then leaves 

and goes to the mountains to hide with the rest of the villagers.  

 

The man dresses himself and the house in red. He turns on all the lights. 

When Nian comes near, the man makes loud noises by banging on drums, 

hitting cymbals and gongs, and/or firing bamboo sticks (or firecrackers). In 

some stories, he also uses fire to frighten Nian away. 

 

The next day the villagers return to the village to find it unharmed by Nian.  

Villagers celebrate the absence of the monster  by doing the things that 

frightened Nian away. They light bright red lanterns, make noise with 

fireworks, and wear red clothing. They also dress up their homes using red 

couplets. 

 

Today this celebration has developed into one of the most important 

festivals of the Chinese people. 

The word nian is the Chinese word for 

___year____. 

 

 

Describe Nian. 

 

Nian is a terrible monster with features of 

a lion, unicorn, and ox. He has sharp 

teeth and a single horn. 

 

Draw a picture of Nian. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Activity #2 - Lion Dance Problem and Solution Chain Answer Key 
Fill in each solution in the problem and solution chain to explain events in the film. 

Effect – The crowd thinks all the scrambling of the brother and sister is part of the act. They applaud loudly. 

Problem 

A younger sister always works the 

rear end of the lion costume for the 

lion dance. She wants to be the 

front. 

Solution – The sister pushes the older  brother away, grabs the costume, and 

heads out to the theater to perform the lion dance before her brother can catch 

her. 

Solution – The brother picks up his sister and tosses her over his head putting her 

behind him. 

Problem 

When the brother catches up with 

his sister, she is already on the wires 

performing in the head position. 

Problem 

The wires the dancers are performing 

on break. 

Solution – The brother and sister swing like acrobatics through the air holding 

onto the broken wires. The two land on the middle of the theater on the 

supporting ladder that holds the wires. 

Solution – The brother races up the ladder. Near the top, he grabs a rope and 

throws it over the ceiling beams to keep the ladder from falling. 

Problem 

The ladder starts to fall. 

Problem 

The ladder completely snaps in two. Solution – The sister, who is now in front of the lion, uses the lion’s teeth to hold 

onto a decoration hanging from the ceiling. Her brother holds onto his sister as 

they dangle over the crowd. 

Solution – The cloth of the decoration slows the fall. The brother and sister stop just 

feet from the ground. 

Problem 

The decoration holding the brother 

and sister comes loose, and they 

start to fall toward the ground. 
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 Activity #3 - Fú Animated Short Answer Key 

• Jia Jia wants to hang the fu symbol right side up. Every time her father sees 
the symbol right side up, he turns it upside down. 

What is the conflict between Jia Jia and her 
father throughout the years? 

• The fu symbol means bless this house. When it is turned upside down, the 
meaning changes to wishing good luck in the future.   

What is the significance of turning the 
symbol upside down? 

• When Jia Jia grows up, she becomes a nurse. She moves to the city away 
from home to practice nursing. 

Why does Jia Jia leave home? 

• At the beginning of the film the mood is playful. It becomes a game 
between Jia Jia and her dad to change the fu symbol around. 

• In the middle of the film, the mood changes to lonely. Both Jia Jia’s 
parents and Jia Jia are missing one another during the Chinese New Year. 

• During the end of the film, the mood changes to happy. The family is 
reunited. 

Name three moods over the course of the 
film and give proof for each. 

• The film is an advertisement. The Airbnb Company is showing viewers that 
they can make dreams come true by providing rental properties in any 
location. They want to make dreams come true. 

What is the author’s purpose for creating this 
film? 
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Activity #4 - The Great Race – The Chinese Zodiac Story Answer Key 

Complete the cloze story to tell The Chinese Zodiac Story. 

 

The Emperor in Heaven (the _____Jade___ Emperor) wanted to organize ___time/the calendar____. He ordered all the animals to 

have a ___swimming___  race across the river to determine the order that the animals would be designated on the calendar. 

The first twelve animals to complete the race would be the winners. 

 

On the day of the race, ____rat____ convinced ox to carry him across the river because he could not swim well. When ox got 

close to the shore, rat ___jumped___ from ox’s back onto the riverbank and was the ____first___ to finish the race. This meant the 

___ox___ came in second place. Third place went to ____tiger___. The rabbit couldn’t swim, so he ___hopped on stones and 

logs___ to come in fourth place. 

 

The dragon came in fifth instead of first because ____he stopped to  help other animals____. The horse was not able to get to the 

shore because a ____snake____ wrapped itself around the horse’s legs making the snake come in ____sixth_____ place and the 

_____horse_____ come in seventh place. 

 

A raft floated up with _________a goat/sheep, a monkey, and a rooster____.  They came in eighth, ninth, and tenth. The dog was 

late getting across the river because he stopped to ____take a bath/play____. Dog came in ____eleventh____ place. The twelfth 

animal was a ___pig___. He was late getting across because he stopped to eat and ____take a nap___. 

Why are the cat and rat enemies today? 

 

Rat pushed cat off the ox’s head while going across the river, 

so cat was unable to finish the race until after the other 

animals had already won. This is why cats and rats are 

enemies today. 



The Great Race – The Chinese Zodiac Story 

 

Write the years on the Zodiac wheel  

beginning with 2020.  

 

Figure out your Zodiac animal 

by counting backwards to your 

birth year. 

 

My Zodiac animal is the 

______________________. 
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The Mystery Object Questions Answer Key 
Complete the first 2 rows of the puzzle based on The Legend of Nian. 
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1. Based on legend, a mythical creature named ---- came to the village on the  Chinese New Year. 

a – Nian b- Nessie c – Amarok 

2. --- came to the village before the villagers left to go into hiding and said he would take care of the beast. 

a – An elderly man b- A young man c – A young boy 

3. Where did the beast live when he wasn’t in the village? 

a – mountains or ocean b – clouds c – plains 

4. What scared the beast? 

a – loud noises  b- dark shadows c - the color yellow 

5. When the villagers returned home from hiding, they found ----. 

a – no destruction b- the dead beast c – a ravaged town 

6. What color was the beast afraid of? 

a – red b- orange c – yellow 

7. The villagers ---- to celebrate. 

a – set off firecrackers b – ate a feast c – sang songs 

8. The beast resembled a ----. 

a – lion b- bear c – lizard 

9. On his forehead, the beast had ---. 

a – a third eye b – a horn c – antlers 

10. The man made loud noises to frighten away the beast by ----. 

a –firing bamboo e- singing f – playing a horn  

11. One feature of the monster was ----. 

a – sharp teeth b – a coat of armor c – tentacles 

12. What time does the monster come? 

a – dawn b - midnight c – dusk 
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13. The Southern Lion Dance is performed by ---- people. 

a – 6 b - many c – 2 

14. The Northern Lion Dance is performed by ---- people/person. 

d – 2 e- many f – 1 

15. The Dragon Dance is performed by ---- people. 

a – 1 b – many c – 2 

16. Based on the number of people performing, where were the brother and sister team performing? 

a – the south b – the north c – the east 

17. The main purpose of the lion dance is to ----. 

d – entertain the audience e- keep Nian away f – bring good luck 

18. The lion dance is often performed ----. 

a – in caves b – underwater c – in the air 

19. Lion costumes are usually created in 5 colors -  -----, black, green, red and white. 

a – purple b – yellow c – blue 

20. Performing the lion dance is ----. 

d – simple e- easy f – difficult 

21. Although the lion dance may be performed at other festivals, it is usually associated with the ---Festival. 

d – Fall e- Spring f – Summer 

22. The lion dance is over ---- years old. 

d – 5 e- 25 f – 1000 

23. Which word best describes the brother and sister team in the animated short Lion Dance? 

d – easy-going e- mean f – competitive 

24. The audience did not run to help the brother and sister because they thought ---- . 

d – they were not allowed e- it was a staged act f – the police would arrest them 

The Mystery Object Questions Answer Key 
Complete questions 13-24  of the puzzle based on the animated short Lion Dance. 
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25. The Chinese character fú means ----. 

d – confidence e- courage f – luck 

26. Turning the fú character upside down changes the meaning to ----. 

a – remember family b – future wishes of good luck c – forgetting the past 

27. In  the Legend of Zhu Yuanzhang, Zu wanted the family killed for -----. 

a – stealing b – hunting on his property c – insulting his wife 

28. In the Legend of Zhu Yuanzhang, the illiterate family ----. 

d – used the wrong symbol e- turned the symbol upside down f – wrote the symbol incorrectly 

29. In  the Legend of Zhu Yuanzhang, Empress Ma  can best be described as ----. 

d – angry e- revengeful f – kind 

30. The Legend of Zhu Yuanzhang ----. 

d – provides a secret code e- gives instructions for escape f – explains an ancient tradition 

31. In the animated short, Jia Jia becomes a  ----. 

d – business woman e- nurse f – teacher 

32. Chinese New Year’s Eve is considered a time for ------. 

a – making resolutions b – confessing past wrongs c – being with family 

33.  Why could Jia Jia not go home for the holiday? 

a – She was angry with her parents. b – She had to work. c – She didn’t have the money. 

34. Jia Jia’s parents surprised her by ----. 

a – giving her the fú b – coming to visit c – sending gifts 

35. What color  paper is the fú traditionally painted on? 

d – black e- gold f – red 

36. The fú character is often placed on doorways and ----. 

d – ceilings e- refrigerators f – walls 

The Mystery Object Questions Answer Key 
Complete questions 25-36 of the puzzle based on the Chinese character and animated short 福Fú. 
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37. The Chinese calendar features ---- animals. 

d – 16 e - 21 f – 12 

38. In “The Great Race” legend, the ---- won the race and was awarded the first spot on the Chinese calendar. 

d  ox e - cat f – rat 

39. Year 2030 will be the Year of the ----. 

d – Dragon e - Rabbit f – Dog 

40. Which of these animals crossed the finish line before the others? 

d – monkey e - pig f – snake 

41. Which animal is not on the Chinese calendar? 

a – tiger b - donkey c – goat 

42. In “The Great Race” legend, the following animals floated across the river on a raft -  monkey, goat, and ----. 

a – dog b- rooster c – snake 

43. Pig was last because he ----. 

a – stopped to help others b – played c – ate and napped 

44. Which animal helped the others? 

d – dragon e - horse f – dog 

45. Which animal stopped to eat? 

d – pig e- rabbit f – rooster 

46. Which animal came in sixth? 

a – snake b - horse c – rooster 

47.The Chinese calendar also takes in the five elements. They are wood, fire, earth, metal, and -----. 

a – water b - air c – stone 

48. When the 12 animals and 5 elements are added into the calendar the calendar runs for a ---- year cycle. 

a – 12 b – 100 c – 60 

The Mystery Object Questions 
Complete questions 37-48 of the puzzle based on The Legend of the Great Race. 
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49. People like to give ---- in red envelopes. 

a – money b – gift cards c – small toys 

50. The red envelope is usually given from a married person to ----. 

d – younger unmarried children e- elderly parents f – newlyweds 

51. There is a monster named Sui that comes out on New Year’s Eve and ---- children. 

d – touches the heads of sleeping kids e- steals f – hides 

52. The red envelope is a symbol of ----. 

d – good luck and prosperity e - beauty f -  love and peace 

53.One year a child was given 8 ---- to play with to keep him awake, so Sui wouldn’t harm him. 

d - coins e - rattles f - beads 

54. These 8 objects produced a ---- that keep Sui away. 

a – light b – smell c – noise 

55.When giving money, the bills should be ----. 

a – clean and crisp b – rumpled c – folded in half 

56.Red envelopes should be opened ----. 

a – in private  b –the presence of the giver c – by parents 

57.The envelopes should never be the color ---- because these are exchanged at funerals. 

d - white e - black f - blue 

58.In the legend of Sui, the 8 coins turned out to be ----. 

a – demons b – fairies c – spells 

59.Red envelopes are usually decorated with ---- letters. 

a – black b – gold c – silver 

60.Lucky symbols for red envelopes include the Chinese Wise Men of Wealth and the ----. 

d – Chinese Zodiac animal for the year e - peacock f – number 4 

The Mystery Object Questions  
Complete questions 49-60 of the puzzle based on red envelopes and The Legend of Sui. 



The Mystery Object Questions Answer Key 
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61. What is another name for Chinese New Year? 

a – Spring Festival b - Equinox c – Auld Lang Syne 

62. The Chinese New Year takes place between January 21 and ----. 

a – February 20  b - March 20  c – April 20 

63. The dates of the Chinese New Year correlates with the ----. 

a – new moon b – full moon c – lunar eclipse 

64. The Chinese New Year is celebrated in ---- and Chinese cultures. 

a – East Asian  b - European c – American 

65. The 15th day of the year is celebrated with the ----Festival. 

a – Lantern b - Moon c – Dragon 

66.One custom is to decorate with ---- paper cutouts. 

d – red e - blue f – yellow 

67. Popular sayings for the couplets include ----. 

d – Good Fortune e – Welcome All f – Peace and Love 

68. Which number is considered bad luck? 

d – 4 e – 6 f – 8 

69. One Chinese New Year tradition is to eat ----. 

d – dumplings e- tacos f – pizza 

70. One Chinese New Year tradition is to ----. 

a – perform the lion dance b- color the rivers green c– give heart-shaped boxes with candy 

71. Which number is considered lucky? 

a – 8 b – 1 c – 5 

72.  The fifteenth day of the New Year is celebrated with  ----. 

a – the Lantern Festival  b –the Peanut Festival c – the Thunder Festival 
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Mystery Object Answer Key 
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